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stiff it won’t produce much line speed. The tip needs to load adequately in order to operate as a 
spring. 2014 saw a trend by one manufacturer’s 7’-6” one-piece saltwater rods with stiff tips 
designed for short heads and ease of casting. Time will tell.

rod fInIshes
Rod manufacturers started applying shiny finishes to man-made blanks to make them look 
cosmetically pleasing. Bamboo rods are usually lacquered to seal and protect the natural cane 
and add to its appearance. Some builders dip blanks in long tubes filled with finish, while others 
apply finish on a turning machine with a brush. Composite rod builders also found finishing 
helps prevent impact damage from heavy flies and the resulting warranty costs. The downside to 
coating is added weight and shine. Some anglers, including me, think wary trout spook from 
unnecessary rod flash. Some  manufacturers had models that were uncoated and a lot of us liked 
them. The late Tom White, expert casting instructor suggested I remove the finish on my shiny 
rods with 0000 steel wool to lighten them for quicker rebound. I have done this successfully. If 
you remove yours, I wouldn’t expect factories to warranty the blanks. 

rod CoMPonents 

Rod components, guides, handles, reel seats and fighting butts all have variations for different 
fishing situations. Many manufacturer and consumer decisions are based on appearance or 
cost and others are based on function. Guides should be durable but reduce friction and reduce 
tangles. A company named REC Components manufactures everything but the blanks for 
many of the world’s fly rod manufacturers. The biggest innovation in guides has been REC’s 
RECOIL guides made of nickel titanium alloy wire commercially known as Nitinol, one of the 
“Shape Memory” materials. It is formed in an annealed state and then heat treated, making 
them hard and wear resistant, 
yet flexible. For a stripper 
guide, I have preferred an 
aluminum oxide ring set in a 
stainless frame. The smaller 
contact area of a wire stripper 
guide makes hauling line a 
little sticky. REC is in the 
process of developing a NiTi 
frame/ceramic ring combina-
tion. This new guide will be 
lighter than traditional stain-
less frames and have a low 
friction ceramic ring. This 
provides the best of both 
worlds.

Cork has been the perfect fly rod handle material since it replaced wound 
rattan at the end of the 19th century. the photo shows some of the most 
popular traditional shapes used today.




